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The Day in the Life
1997

I sit on the raised two seater on the 76,
my bag on my side which denies a companion,
relishing every moment of stale but cold air
rushing in between each pore which has collected
over the hours spent in school, whose walls my
uniform blends in with, dirt, dust, particles of
microscopic insignificance which gang up
against me to leave a layer of discomfort.
A few loud men wearing the same not too
ugly light turquoise polo shirt board the bus
and occupy seats in front and behind me.
As they reek of beer (the crunch of the aluminium
can confirms my strong suspicion) and carelessly
hurling Hokkien phrases (I think of abuse) to
one another, thank goodness not across me.
For a moment I ask "why me?" but go back to
"Portnoy's Complaint" where Philip Roth indulges
in another episode of the character's sex life.
The day is not over. Home means a good dinner
as well as the inevitable homework which I half
dread really. I look forward to the work, either
because the burden will be easier to bear or
I truly extract from it a kind of joyful sap.
Ah, joyful sap. I think you have seeped
away too quickly from me.
back to contents

Animal Farm
1995

We live in a chicken coop:
just enough holes to see the light,
just enough room to make us stay
within prison walls -- no real windows -all too high up, all too small.
Through one I see a portion
branch, twigs, leaves and pretty all,
and I believe it belongs to a large tree,
craggy with age, each groove telling a story.
How it stretches to spread its arms, trapping
wind which breaks off the brittle veins. As they
fall gently to moist soil, the branches
wave to the eyes inside this
chicken coop. The wires strangle
though they don't even touch our
numb and thickened skins. We can
hardly breathe. Punishment on our
backsides -- they ache upon the
chocolate coloured chairs that never change,
even with time. The rusty legs with
missing rubber hoofs: a dying horse
with a wounded leg, breathing its last ....
Who screams? Not the tables, not
the chairs, not even living things
surrounding inanimate objects.
Intangible souls of tangible bodies -they pray for the coop to crumble.
back to contents

Conversation Piece
1997

Full words at full volume
But silent is the bomb,
So potent is the bomb,
My metaphor for love.
And all the words surround it
Like a foolish minesweeper
Will go on with deceit
Not of the mind but of fear.
And I whisper in my head
All the secrets of the bomb
While my voice in your ear creates
Full words at full volume.
back to contents

Flight

Night Flight

1994

1994

My window makes no difference;
the blinds compressed,
tightly bound,
hanging dirty at the top,
I see nothing beyond for me.

My window makes no difference;
the blinds compressed,
tightly bound,
hanging dirty at the top,
it really makes no difference.

The whistling breeze sneaks in
like a kiss smothering gently
my hair and skin.

The whistling breeze sneaks in,
the ameliorated condition of a kiss
smothering gently hair and skin.

The distant red lights for planes
are now guiding rubies
pressed hard into the
silent virgin black
spreading over indifference.

Three red lights make a crane,
rubies pressed hard into the
silent virgin black spreading
over hideous splendour.
Thanks for the illusion of a
pretty machine.

But I am led nowhere
except back to my room,
the one without a window.

But I am led nowhere
except back to my room,
the one without a window.

back to contents
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My Song
1994
I owned the sky
As I walked down by
The road with no charm
I brushed away
The scent of play
As I glanced past in alarm
Coloured hair strands
Logoed on brands
Fake till the very end
No place for me,
A snob, let be,
I have my life to mend.
Clouds follow still
Puff by puff till
They hide behind the night
I say a prayer
And try to care
Then let my thoughts take flight
To be burdened
For the hardened
Hearts of humankind
To start right here
All who are dear
Must not remain so blind
To my Living
For Christ, the Shining
Hope for every doubt
But I grow slow
Beside the Foe
With his deadly clout

I've gone nowhere
To be up there
Though Heaven's on my mind
The prayer for now
I don't know how
I can quickly find
To make the most
So Christ the Host
Can guard the fragile door
To my being
That all are seeing
Questioning some more
Why so confused
And so abused
By Life's unanswered whines
Myself, I stare
Like the TV glare
Dumbfounded by crossed lines
To think, to die
Tonight I cry
For this recurring madness
Why not Sunshine
For all things sublime
To praise in unending Gladness
Chase it away
The hopeless day
And keep this constant vigil
Till the race won
For the coming Son
And overcome eternal peril.

back to contents

The Air-con Bus
1994

Two by two, I, next to you
In this manufactured cool condition.
Decked like dominoes
Forward facing, backward breaking into
Anonymity like the comfort
Of an old sleeping Tee.
Hear the little chatter in the corner made
For bonding which you don't care.
Live in the silence of your equal partner,
For no possibility of Otherwise.
You live, he lives and we all move on,
Maybe let the buildings catch our eye.
Two by two, you wish for one,
In the solitude of your seat
Some space for some time
Until someone comes, breaking into
Your private world like a thief who
Trespasses your room.
See yourself in your little corner made
For the moment for your cares.
Search the details of your vacillating thoughts
For every possibility Otherwise.
You live too long but you must move on
Maybe let some pleasure pierce your heart.
back to contents

Things of Beauty
1998

Blue sky caressing the white mountain peak.
Wise words mixed with compassion while I speak.
The breath of contentment found in deep sleep.
Oh, things of beauty I would like to keep.
The lyrical dance that takes place off stage.
The love story ending beyond the page.
Love like ancient trees with roots that grow deep.
Oh, things of beauty I would like to keep.
My lover approaching while I am still.
A greater design than my mortal will.
The songs that bring comfort while people weep.
Oh, things of beauty I would like to keep.
Hands joined together by strong twines of vein.
Loud honest laughter again and again.
Colourful sunsets like harvests to reap.
Oh, things of beauty I would like to keep.
back to contents

Mass Retardation Track
1997

There is something about the yellow "X".
It draws us into a sacred huddle
Until the train doors open; we muddle
Our way into the comfort zone to relax.
We try to conquer gleaming blues and greens.
Failing, we draw support from steel erect,
Cling on to handles like an acrobat,
Or meditate like a can of sardines.
Perhaps we observe the plastic, paper,
Patent bags; pretty, petty, pretend looks;
Maybe the handful of well-authored books
Whose beauty sublimates into vapour
As our minds seek only Objective X —
Forever a few steps beyond our tracks.
back to contents

Watching a Sit-com

Nightcap

1998

1998

The rough, hollow-bellied laugh
Tapering off into a natural
Theatrical gush,
Wholly involved,
So evolved from
Private desire for the
Final relief,
Huge and kind,
Sitting precariously,
Waiting for you to
Pick it up.

Your laughter, mine,
Separate, distinct,
Flying off to its corner,
Lonely
In the echo of its theatrical
Gush
Wholly involved,
So evolved
From private desire
For the final relief
Huge and kind
Sitting precariously,
Waiting.
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